Morning Spy, Evening Spy  
Mackinnon, Colin  
CIA agent Paul Patterson races to find Kareem, an al-Qaeda and Taliban operative, in the months prior to September 11th.

The Brotherhood of the Rose  
Morrell, David  
A mysterious man raised Chris and Saul, taught them to be assassins. And now he is trying desperately to have them killed.

Rules of Deception  
Reich, Christopher  
The murder of his lover forces secret agent Paul Christopher to revisit not only his own origins, but those of the CIA.

At Risk  
Rimington, Stella  
A deadly terrorist threat draws British intelligence officer Liz Carlyle into a dangerous pursuit to avert a horrific disaster.

A Gentleman’s Game  
Rucka, Greg  
Following a terrorist attack on London, Tara Chace, Head of Special Ops for the SIS, goes back into the field to retaliate.

traitor’s Kiss  
Seymour, Gerald  
When a Russian mole for British intelligence goes missing, Gabriel Locke pursues suspicions that more is at stake than it seems.

A Death in Vienna  
Silva, Daniel  
Gabriel Allon’s world is turned upside down when he travels to Vienna to uncover the truth behind a friend’s murder.

The Echelon Vendetta  
Stone, David  
CIA agent Micah Dalton travels in search of a killer whose methods have been borrowed from Native American mysticism.

Pavel & I  
Vyleta, Dan  
A decommissioned GI struggles to uncover the truth behind a friend’s death and a mysterious package in postwar Berlin.

The Company of Strangers  
Wilson, Robert  
Math prodigy Andrea Aspinalt vanishes from the British secret service, using a Nazi traitor’s identity to create herself a new life.

Good News, Bad News  
Wolstencroft, David  
Two operatives and long-time friends are made enemies when they’re tasked with the assassination of each other.

(Original martini picture at http://flickr.com/photos/twyford/478172517/)
**Blow the House Down**  
*Baer, Robert*  
Obsessed with the murder of his mentor, veteran officer Max Waller’s investigation makes him the target of dark CIA forces.

**Tanner on Ice**  
*Block, Lawrence*  
Thawed from deep freeze, Tanner is matched with an exiled Russian beauty and sent on a mission to stop Burma's drug trade.

**Tucker's Last Stand**  
*Buckley, William F. Jr.*  
Dispatched to Vietnam in the wake of the chaotic events of 1964, Blackford Oakes stirs up trouble along the Ho Chi Minh Trail.

**Jericho's Fall**  
*Carter, Stephen L.*  
On his death bed, Jericho Ainsley summons an old flame to his bedside, drawing her into a battle over an explosive secret.

**Red Rabbit**  
*Clancy, Tom*  
Novice CIA agent Jack Ryan’s first mission: stop top Soviet officials from assassinating Pope John Paul II.

**Faith**  
*Deighton, Len*  
As the Cold War reaches a climax, British agent Bernard Samson confronts personal difficulties and high-level government scandal.

**The Loner**  
*Egleton, Clive*  
Former SIS agent Edward Mills led the effort a decade ago to help a Russian scientist defect. Now the scientist has disappeared …

**Casino Royale**  
*Fleming, Ian*  
In the first James Bond novel, 007 takes on Le Chiffre, French paymaster of the Soviet murder organization SMERSH.

**The Eye of the Needle**  
*Follett, Ken*  
On an isolated island, a ruthless Nazi spy and a resourceful young Englishwoman serve as a catalyst for the Allies’ victory.

**The Day of the Jackal**  
*Forsyth, Frederick*  
An assassin whose identity is unknown to any secret service has a contract to kill the world’s most heavily guarded man.

**Bomb Grade**  
*Freemantle, Brian*  
British agent Charlie Muffin is sent to Moscow to prevent the possibility of the Russian mob building an atomic bomb.

**Dark Star**  
*Furst, Alan*  
The Soviet government forces a Pravda journalist to become an intelligence agent in the years prior to World War II

**The Berlin Conspiracy**  
*Gabbay, Tom*  
A mysterious contact claims to have important information for Jack Teller just days before President JFK is scheduled to visit.

**Mad Dogs**  
*Grady, James*  
Five CIA killers break out of a Maine asylum in a desperate quest to clear themselves of suspicion in their psychiatrist’s murder.

**The British Cross**  
*Granger, Bill*  
Devereaux trails a Soviet defector to determine whether he is a double agent, and encounters a wall of silence from the CIA.

**The Quiet American**  
*Greene, Graham*  
An eager American envoy is mysteriously assigned to Saigon during the French occupation of Indochina.

**Without Mercy**  
*Higgins, Jack*  
When their boss is murdered, grief-stricken intel ops Sean Dillon, Blake, and Ferguson set out to catch the killer.

**Body of Lies**  
*Ignatius, David*  
Out of Iraq with a badly injured leg, CIA soldier Roger Ferris sets out to infiltrate the network of a master terrorist.

**The Spy Who Came in from the Cold**  
*Le Carré, John*  
Alec Leamas wants out, but agrees to a final assignment to prove to the enemy that their leader is a double agent.

**The Company**  
*Littell, Robert*  
Traces the struggles of two generations of CIA operatives fighting Communism and battling one another.

**The Bourne Ultimatum**  
*Ludlum, Robert*  
Jason Bourne must match wits with his mortal enemy, Carlos the Jackal, one last time.

**The Last Spymaster**  
*Lynds, Gayle*  
CIA agent Elaine Cunningham uncovers a dangerous conspiracy while retrieving an escaped espionage operative.

**The Cutout**  
*Mathews, Francine*  
CIA analyst Caroline Carmichael's husband, presumed dead for two years, may be still alive.

**The Last Supper**  
*McCarry, Charles*  
When agent Paul Christopher’s lover is murdered, he revisits not only his own past, but that of the organization that employs him.